Mrs. Cockrill’s

Kindergarten

January 18
NEWS & NOTES
100th Day of School:

Here in kindergarten we make a BIG DEAL about our 100th day of
school! That day will be Thursday, January 27th this year (so long
as there are no snow days)! We will be doing all kinds of fun
activities that day surrounding the number 100! Look for notes to
come home asking for a little “help” with making this day a special
one this year for all of our kindergarteners! Thank you!

Cold and Snow: Just a reminder that we will be going

outside for recess on any day that reaches a wind chill
above 20 degrees! Please dress your child appropriately for
these days! Thanks!

How-to Writing: We worked on “how-to” writing this week
and will be finishing up our writing projects next week!
Encourage your child to verbalize the steps to completing
simple tasks such as taking out the trash, washing their
hands, and setting the table! This will help them as they
continue writing next week!

EXTRAS
Language Arts
Skills for next week:
Essential Question: What kinds of things grow on a farm?
Sight Word: with, he, help
Strategy: continue practicing identifying the main topic of
a story and noticing how key details are different
Grammar: Choosing pronouns to replace a noun
(he, she, it, you, I, we)

Math

Skills for next week:
-represent and compare teen numbers on doubles tens
frames and in other ways!
-identify the equal symbol and practice finding things that
are equal.
-identify the addition symbol and begin combining numbers
through additon

la.net Mrs. Cockrill -- soea_cockril@tccsa.net
….or connect with me on the Class DOJO app!!

Coming soon…
Jan. 18- Preschool Story time
Jan. 27- 100th Day of School!
Feb. 1- Leader In Me Day
Feb. 10- Popcorn Day

Mrs. Miller’s

Kindergarten
January 19
NEWS & NOTES
100th Day of School:

Here in kindergarten we make a BIG DEAL about our 100th day of
school! That day will be Wednesday, January 27th this year (so long
as there are no snow days)! We will be doing all kinds of fun
activities that day surrounding the number 100! Look for notes to
come home asking for a little “help” with making this day a special
one this year for all of our kindergarteners! Thank you!

Cold and Snow: Just a reminder that we will be going

outside for recess on any day that reaches a wind chill
above 20 degrees! Please dress your child appropriately for
these days! Thanks!

How-to Writing: We worked on “how-to” writing this week
and will be finishing up our writing projects next week!
Encourage your child to verbalize the steps to completing
simple tasks such as taking out the trash, washing their
hands, and setting the table! This will help them as they
continue writing next week!

EXTRAS
Language Arts
Skills for next week:
Essential Question: What kinds of things grow on a farm?
Sight Word: with, he, help
Strategy: continue practicing identifying the main topic of
a story and noticing how key details are different
Grammar: Choosing pronouns to replace a noun
(he, she, it, you, I, we)

Math

Skills for next week:
-practice sorting with different “rules”
-students practice nonstandard measurement using
different items for measurement
-introduction to subtraction

la.net Mrs. Miller– madisonmiller@waynedale.us
….or connect with me on the Class DOJO app!!

Coming soon…
Jan. 27- 100th Day of School!
Feb. 4- Leader In Me Day
Feb. 8, 10- Parent Teacher Conferences
Feb. 11- Valentine’s Day party

